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ABSTRACT

Establishing an automatically controlled system to obtain a maximum
productivity of a bulldozer running on a weak terrain, the total traffic
performance of a tracked vehicle could be clarified by use of a micro-
computer in robotics from initial informations of terrain material and
vehicle dimensions, Here, an useful estimation method of terrain proper-
ties : cohesion, angle of internal friction, modulus of shear deformation,
pressure sinkage curve at rest and slippage state was presented by use of
input data from several sensors which could measure the initial sinkage
of vehicle, and the torques and the slip sinkages for three slip ratios.
Afterwards, an optimum drawbar-pull and an optimum slip ratio to get a
maximum productivity in dozing operation of a small test bulldozer run-
ning on a weak remolded silty loam terrain could be determined from the
relations between driving force, drawbar-pull, sinkage, eccentricity and
slip ratio,

1. Introduction

To obtain a maximum effective rate of production of a bulldozer run-
ning on a weak terrain from the relation between drawbar-pull and slip
ratio, it is necessary to estimate the locomotion resistance at driving
state. The compaction resistance could be determined from the rut depth
by use of the pressure sinkage curve of terrain material at rest and
slippage state, On the other hand, the thrust of bulldozer could be cal-
culated under the various distribution of contact pressure from the shear
slippage curves which are expressed by the cohesion, the angle of inter-
nal friction and the modulus of shear deformation of terrain material,
and the normal pressure. Then, the drawbar-pull of bulldozer could be
determined under various slip ratios and eccentricities by means of the
mechanical analyses of vehicle motion,

To establish an automatic control system to get an optimum operation
of a bulldozer running on a weak terrain, an useful estimation method of
those terrain properties from initial vehicle sinkages at rest, and
torques, front and rear sinkages at 3 slippage states was presented,
Those sinkages, torques and slip ratios should be measured directly by
use of each sensor, Afterwards, both thrust slippage and drawbar-pull
slippage curves could be automatically calculated by use of those terrain
properties, The aim of an optimum operation of the bulldozer is to ob-
tain a maximum effective rate of production.

Here, the optimum drawbar-pull and the slip ratio to get a maximum
effective rate of production of a bulldozer model running on a weak silty
loam were presented by use of a microcomputer,
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2. Terrain conditions

2.1 Pressure sinkage curve

To estimate the static sinkage of track belt of a bulldozer on a weak
terrain, several pressure sinkage curves of the soil are usually deter-
mined by means of plate loading tests as

p = k sn
= (kc/b + kq) sn (1)

where p is the normal contact pressure acting on the plate, s is the
sinkage, b is the short side of the plate and k, kc, k^ and n are the
soil constants,

On the other hand, the soil constants k and n could be adversely de-
termined from the static sinkage of frontidler Sfo and that of rear
sprocket Sro which might be directly measured by use of two sinkage sen-
sors mounted on the bulldozer, The static normal contact pressure pfo
and Pro , which acts under the frontidler and the rear sprocket respec-
tively and the trim angle of could be calculated as

pfo = (1 - 6e) W cosot/2BD (2)
pro = (1+6e)WcosOt/2BD (3)

Sfo )
i -1( Sroo = (4)n Df s

where W is the vehicle weight, B is the track width, D is the track
length and e is the eccentricity of gravity center of the bulldozer.

Substituting those data into Eq.(1), the soil constants k and n
could be calculated easily as

k = pfo / Sfon or Pro / Sron
n = log(Pfo / Pro) / log(Sfo / Sro) (5)

then the compaction resistance of the bulldozer running on a weak ter-
rain will be estimated at driving state.

2.2 Shear slippage curve

The thrust of bulldozer which is developed at the bottom of track belt
can be calculated from the relation between shear resistance T and
amount of slippage j as shown in

T = (c+ptangy) {l-exp(-aj)} (6)

where p is the normal contact pressure, c is the cohesion, ^ is the
angle of internal friction, and "a" is the modulus of shear deformation
of soil. This shear slippage curve and the soil constants c, ^ and "a"
are usually determined by several traction tests for some track model
plate.

Here, an estimation method of those soil constants of weak terrain is
presented by use of the total thrusts, and the dynamic sinkages under the
frontidler and rear sprocket which are measured directly at three slip
ratios from a torque sensor mounted on the rear driving sprocket and the
same sinkage sensor as mentioned previously.

Using the dynamic sinkages Sf and Sr measured at the frontidler and
at the rear sprocket respectively, the trim angle Oti could be deter-
mined as

oti = sin-1( Sr D Sf ) (7)

and the compaction. resistance T2 could also be calculated. After deter-
mining the drawbar-pull T4 from the thrust Ts, the eccentricity ei of
resultant normal force P could be determined. Then, the normal contact
pressure p acting under the bottom of track plate could be calculated
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together with the amount of slippage j for the 3 kinds of slip ratios.
Integrating the shear resistance T in Eq.(6) along the track length,

the total thrust T3 can be expressed in general as

T3(N) = CC(N)•c + CT(N)-tangy (8)

where N =1, 2 and 3, CC is the coefficient of cohesion c and CT is the
coefficient of tangy .

Therefore, the unknown value c and tangy can be solved as

c = T3(1)CT(2) - T3(2)CT(l) (9)
CC(l)CT(2) - CC ( 2 ) CT (-IT

T3(l)CC(2) - T3 2 CC 1
tangy = CT 1) CC 2) - CT (2) CC 1 (10)

where T3(N) is given by use of the driving force Ti(N) measured direct-
ly from the torque sensor, assuming that the external driving torque
equals the internal one subtracting a rolling resistance of road rollers,
as

T3 (N) = W sinOti + RrR+H Ti (N) (11)

where Rr is the radius of rear sprocket and H is the grouser height.
Substituting the soil constants c and tangy into Eq.(8), the theoret-

ical total thrust T3'(3) is able to calculate for another slip ratio.

E.F. = T3(3) - T3'(3)
= T3(3) - {CC(3) •c+CT(3) •tanq} (12)

The difference E.F. between the measured total thrust T3(3) and T3'(3)
which is calculated for an assumed modulus of shear deformation of soil
"a" could be reduced to zero by means of a two division method. As the
result, the unknown value "a" is able to determine rapidly by use of a
microcomputer

3. Mechanical analyses of vehicle

3,1 Thrust

The total thrusts) is developed not only on the straight part of bot-
tom track belt but also on the parts of frontidler and rear sprocket, as
shown in Fig.l.

D

Fig.1 Several forces and dimensions of track belt at driving state
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The thrust developed on the main parts of bottom track belt is ex-
pressed as the summation of the thrust Tmb acting on the bottom of
grousers and the another thrust Tms acting on the side parts of grousers
as follows,

where

and

CCmb•c + CTmb°tan^
CCms•c + CTms•tan^ (13)

Tmb
Tms

CCmb = 2B[D+aexp(-ajB){exp(-aiD) -1}]

CTmb = 2B(pfi [ D+- exp (-ajB) {exp (- aiD) - 1}] +
l2eipm [ D 2

+a1 eXP{-a(jB +iD)} + (ai) 2 eXp (- ajB) {exp (- aiD) - 1}] â

for lei l <1/6
i : slip ratio
pfi : normal contact pressure under frontidler at slip ratio i
ei : eccentricity of resultant normal force P
pm average contact pressure
jB : amount of slippage at point B

CCmb = 2B[L +
a1 {exp(-aiL) - 1}]

CTmb = 2B(-TL- 2 (D - L) [L
+a

{exp (- aiL) - 1 } ] +BL2 [1/2(2DL - L2)

) 2 {exp (- aiL) - 1} ]jJ+ a1 exp(-aiL ) - Dail + a-i
1

L = 3D(1/2 - ej)

and

and

for ei ? 1/6.

4H[D+a exp(- ajB) {exp(-aiD) - 1}]

4H( H 1pfi cot- 1 ( B [D+a eXP(-ajB) {exp(-aiD) - 1} ]

2
+12ei mcot-1(H)[D + exp{-a(jB+iD)}

riD B 2 ai

+ (ai) 2 eXp(- ajB) { exp(-aiD) - 1}
for f ei ! <1/6

CCms

CTms

CCms = 4H [L + ai {exp(-aiL) - 1} ]

CTms = 4H _ (D - L) Tr cot-1 (B) BP [L + a1 {exp (-aiL) - 1 } ]

+' cot-1 (a) a [1/2(2DL -L2) +d1 exp(-aiL)

DL 1ai + (ai) 2 {exp(-aiL) - 1}] â

for ei > 1/6

The thrust developed on the contact part of frontidler is also ex-
pressed as the summation of the thrust Tfb acting on the bottom of
grousers and another thrust Tfs acting on the side parts of grousers as
follows,

Tfb = CCfb.c + CTfb•tan^
Tfs = CCfs°c+ CTfs•tanq (14)

where
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CCfb = 2BRf j of [1 - exp{-ajf(0)}]cos0 d0

CTfb = 2BRf f0
0
f of (0) [1 - exp{-ajf(0) }]cos0 d0

j f (6) = Rf [(Of - 0) - (1 - i) {sin ( Of + Oti ) - sin(0 + Oti) } ]
of(0) = k [ Rf{cos(0+eti ) - cos(of+Oti)}]nx cos(0+eti)

Rf : radius of frontidler
6 : Z BOM
Of : entry angle

and

CCfs = 4HRf j0
0

f
[1 - exp{-ajf(0) }]cos0 d0

CTfs = 4HRf f0f TT of(0)cot-1 (B) [1 - exp{-ajf(0)}] cosO do
0

And the thrust developed on the contact part of rear sprocket also
consists of the thrust Trb acting on the bottom of grousers and another
thrust Trs acting on the side parts of grousers as follows,

Trb = CCrb-c + CTrb-tangy
Trs = CCrs°c + CTrs•tan^ (15)

where

CCrb = 2BRr f er [1 - exp{-ajr(6)}]cos(Oti - 6) d6
0

CTrb = 2BRr j0 0 r or (6) [1 - exp{-ajr(6)}]cos(0ti - 6) d6

and

CCrs = 4HRr jOr [1 - exp{-ajr(6)}]cos(6ti - 6) d6
0

CTrs = 4HRr j0r 1 ar(6)cot(B) [1 - expajr(6)}1cos(6ti - 6) de
0

jr(6) = Rr{ (0t - 6) - (1 - i) (sinOt - sine) } + iD+ jB
Or (6) = k[Rf{cosOti - COS (0 f + Oti) } +D sinOti +Rr(cos6 - cosOti) ]n

x cose
6 : Z DO'C
Or exit angle

for lei I < 1/6
and

jr(6) = Rr{ (6ti - 6) - (1 - i) (sinOti - sine)} + iL
or(6) = k{L sinOti +Rr(cos6 - cosBti)}n x cosh

for ei > 1/6

Then, the total thrust T3 is obtained as the summation of each thrust
by

T3 = Tmb+Tms+Tfb+Tfs+Trb+Trs
and

CC = CCmb +CCms +CCfb +CCfs +CCrb +CCrs
CT = CTmb + CTms + CT fb +CTfs + CTrb + CTrs

For ei >1/6 , Tfb =Tfs = 0 , CCfb =CCfs = O and CTfb =CTfs =0 .

(16)

3.2 Compaction resistance

The sinkage of track belt under the frontidler Sf and that under the
rear sprocket Sr of a bulldozer running on a weak terrain can be ex-
pressed generally by

Sf = Sf0
Sr = Sro +Sri (17)

where Sri is the slip sinkage at the rear sprocket at slip ratio i
For trapezoidal distribution of contact pressure, Sf0 and Sro can be
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calculated from the front contact pressure pfi and the rear one Pri
respectively. But, for triangular one, Sf can be obtained as

Sf = Sr(1 - D/L) < 0 . (18)

By the way, the slip sinkage Ss was expressed by M.G.Bekker2) as
S k' (p - po ) (19)
S = c+p tangy 3

where po is the critical bearing capacity
of the weak terrain.

For trapezoidal distribution of contact
pressure i.e. eij < 1/6, the total slip
sinkage Sri is calculated by

Sri = k i
.
V {-(PO + c ) Dtangy tangy 12p,,,ei (1 - i)V'

x log tD+b'
+ tD - tN}COSOti

tN +b
where

1 D
tD 1-i V'

P O - 12 M(l - 6ei) 1 D
tN = l2eipm 1 - i V'
b' = c + pftanqi D (20)

tang 12pmei (l - i) V'
V' : speed of track belt

assuming that any slip sinkage does not
occur within the contact pressure po

For triangular distribution of contact
pressure i.e. ei >1/6, the total slip sink-
age Sri is calculated by

' ' c
BL2Sri = k'iV' (P0 + tanT) P(11)V'

X log tD + f + tD - tY } co S O t i
tY+f

where
= 1 L

tD 1-i V'
1 L p3BL

ty = 1-i V' P

f BL2 (21)
tangy P(1-i)V'

Therefore , the compaction resistance T2i
can be calculated by

T2i = T2kB ° Srin+l , (22)

3.3 Drawbar-pull

The force balances between W , T2, T3, T4
and P are given by

T2 +T4 = T3cos6ti - P sinOti (23)
W = P cosOti + T3sinOti . (24)

Therefore
P = WcosOti - (T2+T4) sinOti (25)

is obtained.
The eccentricity ei can be calculated

from the balance of moment around the axis
of rear sprocket as follows,

ei = 2+PD [ - T2(Rr - Sr+Z)+T4{hdcOs6ti

DATA W, B, D, Rf, Rr, H

e, hg, ld, hd, V'

TREAD Sfo, Sro

Pf0, Pro, Pmo, Oto, eo
k, n

READ i(N),Sfi( N),Sri(N)
Ti (N) N = 1, 2, 3

Pfi, Pri, Pm, Oti, Pi
T2i, T4i, Zi, ej

a = Al, A2, AM
AM-(AI^A2)/2f

T3(1), CC(1), CT(1)
T3(2), CC(2), CT(2)

i c, tangy

T3(3), CC(3), CT(3)
E.F. (a)

Ql = E.F.(Al)
Q2 = E.F.(A2)
QM = E.F.(AM)

AM-}A2 Q1QM<r Q1QM>0

I

AM-Al
QM->Q1 QM ^Q1

IQMI-s IQlI
IQMI > IQ11

a=Al
} a=AM

c, tan4, a

Sri - Sro, Pi - po

Pfi, Pri, Pmi Tai
Sf , Sr , 0ti

I
T2i, T4i

Graphic Ti, T4 - i
Sf, Sr - i

ei, et - i
1

max.Et , iopt, T4

ei

Fig.2 Flow chart for

- (ld - D/2)sinOti - RrcosOt; } +W(hg+H) an optimum operation
x sinOti - WD(1/2 - e)cosOti] (26) of bulldozer
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where Z is the depth of point on which T2 acts horizontally, hd is the
height of point applying drawbar-pull, id is the distance between vehi-
cle central axis and the point applying drawbar-pull, hg is the height
of vehicle gravity center and e is the eccentricity of gravity center of
bulldozer. Therefore, the drawbar-pull T4 can be determined as

T4 cos6ti - W tanOti - T2

4. Microcomputer

4.1 Flow chart

(27)

Fig.2 shows the flow chart for determining the soil constants and for
calculating the traffic performance of bulldozer running on a weak ter-
rain to obtain an optimum operation, In the beginning, several initial
data ; W, B, D, Rf, Rr, H, e, hg, hd, ld, and speed of track belt V' are
given. To determine the soil constants k and n of pressure sinkage
curve of the terrain, and the initial contact pressures Pfo, Pro, Pmo
the initial trim angle oto and the initial eccentricity eo , the initial
sinkage of frontidler Sfo and that of rear sprocket Sro at rest stage
of bulldozer on the weak terrain should be taken into the microcomputer
from the sinkage sensors„ And then the slip ratios i(N) , the sinkages
Sfi(N), Sri(N) and the driving force Ti(N) for N =l, 2 and 3 at three
slippage stages should be taken into the microcomputer from the sinkage
and torque sensors to calculate the con-
tact pressures pfi, pri, pmi , the trim
angle oti , the resultant normal force Pi
the compaction resistance T2i , the draw-
bar-pull T4i, the depth acting compaction
resistance Zi and the eccentricity ei at
each slippage stage. For determining the
soil constants c, tang and "a" , the two
division method is used for the error
function Eq.(12). Also, the unknown value
po can be determined from the error func-
tion between the measured amount of slip
sinkage and the theoretical one given in
Eq.(20) or (21) by means of the two divi-
sion method.

Afterwards, the contact pressure pfi,
pri and pmi , the sinkage sfo, sro and
the slip sinkage of rear sprocket Sri ,
the trim angle Oti, Tai, T2i and T4i can
be calculated for any slip ratio i from
zero to 100% . Those values are repeated-
ly calculated for both trapezoidal and
triangular distribution of contact pres-
sure until the eccentricity ei is deter-
mined. And then, the optimum slip ratio
iopt' to obtain the maximum traffic effi-
ciency of power max,Et and the optimum
slip ratio iopt to obtain the maximum
productivity max.Q can be determined im-
mediately, by use of Ti - i curve and
T4 - i curve

4.2 Driving force, drawbar-pull and
slippage

For an example, the relations between

Table 1 Dimensions of
test vehicle

Weight of vehicle W 3.55kN

Width of track g 20.0 cm
belt

Contact length D 71.0cm
of track belt

Interval of central
axes of 2 track 67.2 cm
belts Lc

Radius of Rf 14.8 cm
front-idler

Radius of Rr 14.8 cm
rear sprocket

Height of grouser H 3.2 cm

Grouser pitch Gp 20.4 cm

Eccentricity e -0.010

Height of gravity
hg 35.3 cm

center of vehicle

Distance between
central axis of
vehicle and point 50.8 cm
acting drawbar-
pull id

Height of point
acting drawbar - 32.5 cm

pull hd

Speed of track belt 9,4 cm/s
againsi veiiiclem_

..V
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T4, Ti and i have been measured experimentally for a small test vehicle
running on a weak remolded silty loam terrain. Table 1 shows the dimen-
sions of test vehicle and track belt. The track belt has 22 standard T
type grousers of which height H is 3.2 cm and grouser pitch Gp is 20.4
cm. The driving force Ti of the test vehicle mounted 1.5kW electric
motor have been directly measured by use of torque sensor. And the draw-
bar-pull T4 have been directly measured by use of a load cell which has
been connected with a drawing wire rope winded by 3.7kW electric motor
at a given speed of traction. And the initial and slip sinkage of front-
idler sfo, sfi and those of rear sprocket sro, Sri have been measured
by use of slip sinkage sensors . Table 2
shows the physical soil properties of the
remolded silty loam. Photo.l shows the
test vehicle having rigid track belt under
traction at slip ratio 44% . Fig.3 shows
the experimental results of Ti , T4 and i
relationship. Both forces Ti and T4 tend
to increase with the increment of slip ra-
tio, and also the locomotion resistance

Table 2 Physical soil properties
of silty loam

Specific gravity Gs 2.84

Liquid limit L.L 33.2 %

Plastic limit P.L 21.4 %

Plasticity index Ip 11.8 %

Grain
Coefficient
uniformity

of
Uc

6.40

size
Coefficient
curvature

of
Cc

0.31

distribution Average grain
size Dso

54 um

Unit weight yt 18.2kN/m3

Void ratio e 0.85

Water content W 30.0 %

Photo.1 Test vehicle running at i=44%

2 5

..,4

3

I-

2

Theory

20 40 60 80 100
I ( `yo)

Fig.3 Relations between
driving force Ti , drawbar-
pull T4 and slip ratio i
Ti = (l + H/Rr) (T3 - W sinot)

I (%)
0 20 40 60 80 100- 2

Fig.4 Relations between
sinkage of frontidler Sf
sinkage of rear sprocket
Sr and slip ratio i

,
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which is expressed as the difference be-
tween T1 and T4 on the whole tends to
increase with the increment of slip ratio
Fig.4 shows the experimental data of the
sinkage Sf, Sr and i relationship. The
sinkage Sr increases remarkably due to
slip sinkage with the increment of slip
ratio as compared with the sinkage Sf .

Now, the initial sinkages sfo, sro at
rest stage, and Ti(N), i(N) and Sfi(N),
Sri(N) at three slippage stages (N =l, 2
and 3) which have been selected as input
data are shown in Table 3, with the ana-
lytical results, the soil constants : c,
tangy and "a" , k and n , and the criti-
cal bearing capacity po .

The analytical relations between driv-
ing force, drawbar-pull and slip ratio,
and the relations between front and rear
sinkages and slip ratio are shown in the
previous figure 3 and 4, respectively,
And the theoretical variations of trim
angle Oti and eccentricity ei with slip
ratio are shown in Fig.5. Those analyti-
cal results agree fairly well with the
experimental data.

Table 3 Input data and
calculated soil constants

Sf0 = 3.66 cm k =0.0827
Sro = 1.91 cm n = 0.435

i (1) = 0 .13
Sfi (1) = 0.43 cm
Sri (1) = 6.51 cm c = 7.94 kPa
Ti (1) = 1.96 kN

i (2) = 0.32
tangy = 0.459

Sfi(2) = 0.03 cm a 101= 0
Sri(2) = 8.69 cm

.

T1 (2) = 3.32 kN po = 6.86 kPa
i (3) = 0 .44

Sfi(3) =0.00 cm k' =0.005
Sri (3) = 9.30 cm
T1 (3) = 3.78 kN

0.2

a)

0.1
I/6

0 't
4.3 Automatic control system 10

v;
The traffic efficiency of power Et a) 8

can be defined as 6 4

Et VV-rT1 X (1 + Rr ) cosOt 2

T1 x (1 + Rr ) cosec (28). 0 20 40 60 80 100

In this case, the maximum traffic ef- I (%)
ficiency of power could be obtained to be
max.Et = 73.0 % for the optimum slip ratio Fig.5 Variations of trim
iopt' =4% at Tlopt = 0.888 kN and T4opt = angle Oti and eccentricity
0a556kN . ei with slip ratio i

Furthermore, the maximum productivity
max,Q of the bulldozing operation which
is given to be proportional to the maximum traffic power as

max.Q = kpVT4opt(l+ R )cosOti

kp(l - iopt)V'T4opt( l+ Rr )cosOti (29)

is obtained at iopt =33%, T4opt = 2,283kN and the maximum traffic power
17.35 kNcm/ s .

To operate the bulldozer at this optimum slip ratio, the slip ratio i,
Ti or T4 should be controlled within the allowable range. For an
example, T4 can be controlled by adjusting the vertical position of
blade by use of some limit sensor as

T4 = (1± 0.2)T4opt (30)

considering that the bulldozer is engaged in a bulldozing operation.

5, Conclusions
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To obtain the optimum operation of a bulldozer running on a weak ter-
rain, the optimum slip ratio should be determined to get the maximum
traffic efficiency of power and the maximum productivity. Considering
the relations between the driving force, the drawbar-pull and the slip
ratio, it is necessary to estimate exactly the compaction resistance due
to the rut depth of rear sprocket.

To develop an automatically controlled system, the terrain properties
cohesion, angle of internal friction, modulus of shear deformation, pres-
sure sinkage curve and critical bearing capacity could be determined in
the beginning from the initial sinkage of vehicle at rest state, the
front and rear sinkages of vehicle and the driving torques at three slip-
page states which were measured directly from each sensor. Then the
thrust developed under the track belt and the compaction resistance could
be calculated from the shear slippage curve and the slip sinkage curve
respectively. As the results, the relations between the driving force,
the drawbar-pull, the vehicle sinkage and the eccentricity and the slip
ratio could be rapidly determined from those terrain properties by use of
the microcomputer simulation model TTM - 2,

Afterwards, the optimum drawbar-pull and the optimum slip ratio to ob-
tain the maximum productivity could be automatically determined for an
example of the dozing operation of the small test bulldozer running on
the remolded silty loam terrain. And also, the reasonable depth of exca-
vation and the maximum productivity could be determined for the excava-
ting blade of bulldozer, to control the drawbar-pull within the optimum
range.
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